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., Head Marsha1l
Donnie Jones introduced as new
men's basketball coach -sEE·sPoRrs,A6

Timeline to the budget vote
MSC ~ding Board's fate to be decided
JEFFREY RILEY

)

& ASHLEY CARNIFAX

On Thursday:

Editor-in-Chiel & Online News Editor

. bMP3ExP,eriment brings ,,
a1loon battle to UCF
)

by Lily Maxwell
In a large-scale version of
"Simon Says;'students danced,
skipped and had a balloon ·
fight, all while li~ening to the
same MP3 on their iPods.

The Student Government Association Senate
will hear from the Activity
& Service Fee Budget Committee on Thursday as they
present the budget and bill
for the 2010-2011 year.

Known as the "special
session," the senate will
have the ability to debate
parts of the budget as well
as the proviso - ·or
wordage of the bill that
accompanies the budget.
The senate will also have
the ability to vote on the
budget. The meeting is set
for 7 p.m. in the Key West

Ballroom of the Student
Union.
The ASF committee,
which is composed pf 12
members from the executive and legislative branches
of SGA as well as at-large
spots, created the budget
during a span of five

SENATE ON AS

PLEASESEE
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The ASF Budget Committee voted 7-1 in approval of theirbudget on Friday.

MTV reality ~ar.sµ,eaks

about expenence mwar

Earth Hour
dim
. s lights
-in Orlando

by Carlos Pineda

Ryan Conklin, a B-year-oldveteran and star of''The Real
World"spoke to students about
his time in Iraq.

Softball takes on Florida
in televised home game

,;

by Carlos Pineda
The Knights, who lead
Conference USA, will face the
No. 9Gators in a game featured
on Bright House Sports
Network.'

Group holds no-power party
TINA RUSSELL
Contributing Writer

)

On Friday:
Buildings around the world went dark Saturday. at 8:30 p.m. to participate in Earth
Hour, an annual event that urges people and
businesses to shut off their lights for one
hour to raise awareness of climate change. .
According to myearthhour.org, an estimated one billion
people from 125
countries
and
m ore than 4,000
cities participated this year.
Hosted by the
World W ildlife
Fund, this is the
fourth consecutive year the
event h as been
organized.
Memb ers of
I.D.E.AS. and the
SERGEI GRITS/ ASSOCIATEDPRESS
Body of Animal
Inthis combination, two photos show
Rights
Cam- the
Belarusian National Library taken
p aigners partici- before and after the lights are turned
p ated in Earth off duringthe worldwide Earth Hour.
Hour by h osting
"Do It in the Dark," an off-the-grid party that
required no elec;tricity.
·
"I think these types of events really just
are st arting to raise awareness," Chris Castro,
president of I.D.EA.S., said. "One of the first
. steps in order to shift from our everyday type
of life is actually educating people, and it's
actually raising awareness about why we are

Students stargaze at
Observatory open house

by Adrienne Cutway
Located on Neptune Drive in
the southeast portion of
campus, the Observatory hosts
an open house where students
can searchtheskyforstars.
I )

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
· UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2 .

LEARN ABOUT
LASERS AND OPTICS
AT LASERFEST
The College of Optics and
Photonics is hosting Laserfest on
Friday at 11:30 a.m.in the CREOL
Building lobby. Thefestival of light
will include a demonstration of
laser applications. ·

PLEASESEE

LIGHTS ON A4

LOCAL &STATE, A2

FORMER REPUBLICAN
CHAlRMAN UNDER
IN,VESTIGATION

/·

SGA TRAINING LAST IN ASERIES.

Freshman-only
advisory grOup
helps exec branch

Afunner Republicanchainnan is
undercriminal investigation after
an audit found he had awarded
himself and his executive director
a fund raising contract that paid
them abo11t $200,000.
JEFFREY RILEY

HURRICANE CENTER .
PROPOSES SURGE
WARNING SYSTEM

•
•

•

'•

The National Hurricane Center is
considering adding a stonn-surge
warning to its list ofwatches and
warnings it issues during ·
hurricaneseason.Center officials
proposed the idea on Wednesday.
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Editor-in-Chief

The College Democrats
and College Republicans at
UCF squared offwith points,
counterpoints and rebuttals
on Monday in the Student
Union during a debate.
In a room of abou t 80
peop le, the two political
organizations not only took
on each other, but also battled microphones that had a
tendency to squeal.
Four members of each
organization were present,
with two members switching off between the two
debate topics - the economy an_d entitlement programs.
On the topic of the economy, the Democrats ·s aid.that
fairness in the form of regulations on companies is key

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
OnlineNews Editor

In a school of more than 50,000 students, it is
easy to get lost iti·the crowd, especially as a freshman.

JEFFREY RILEY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Patrick Stauffer, SGA speaker of the senate, moderated and kept time duringthe debate
between debaters from the College Democrats, left,andCollege Republicans, right.

not repeating the causes College Democrats at UCF.
of the economic recession.
The Republicans said that
"The American people treating companies the same
have to follow the rules, why as people will put too mu ch
not
companies?"
said
Kwame Simmons with the
PLEASE SEE HEALTH CAREON A3
tCi

For Jamie Gregor, a marketing and advertising/public relations freshman, being a member
of the Student Body President's Advisory Council helped her feel more at home during her first
few months as a Knight.
''Through SBPAC, I was able to see tl:iat while
the campus is huge and there are all kinds of different people, I have the ability to connect with
any student I come in contact with," Gregor said
"Even though we are such a diverse group, we all
~ connected" We supported each other·and .
worked well together, becoming almost a family
away from home our first year at college. I know
~ will carry many of the friendships rve made in
SBPAC for a lifetime."
SBPAC is an org;mization of freshmen whose
PLEASE SEE

MENTORS ONA4

A2
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Learn about lasers and optics
CREoL·at UCF is hosting Laserfest on Friday at
11:30 a.m. in the CREOL
Building lobby.
The event· is geared
toward those without technical knowledge.
Call 407-823-6880 for
more information.

Come see undergrad research
_ The Office of Undergraduate Research is presenting the Showcase of
Undergraduate Research
Excellence today in the
Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union from 1:30
p.m. until 5:00 p.m.
The showcase will feature posters of completed
academic projects from
undergraduate students.
Call 407-823-3125 for
more information

Time warp for a good cause
Phi Sigma Pi is hosting a
viewing of Rocky Horror
Picture Show on Friday at
7:30 p.m. in the Nicholson
School ofCommunication
Building, Room lOL Tickets
are $10, with the money ·
being donated to Relay For
Life.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local. with headlines

you may have missed

Former Republican chairman
und~r criminal investigation
OCALA Former ·
Republican Party of Florida
Chairman Jim Greer is
under criminal investigation after an audit found he .
awarded himself and his
executive director a
fundraising contract that
paid them about $200,000.
Greer owned a 60 percent share of a corporation
set up to raise money for
the party. Executive director Delmar Johnson owned
the other 40 percent of the
corporation,
which
received a 10 percent com.mission on money raised
for the .party, · the audit
found

B
·Civil engineering students will go to n·atio.nal competition
JACKIE-LEIGH WOOD
Contributing Writer

UCF civil engineering students secured a second place
overall victory at the American Society of Civil Engineers
2010 Southeastern Student
Conference at Auburn University March 19 and 20.
The UCF ASCE student
chapter won first place in the
steel bridge competition,
which is sponsored by the
American Institute for Steel
Construction, and third place
in the concrete canoe competition. ·
This was the highest overall
ranking UCF students have
received at the conference,
and the students are now eligible to enter the 2010 National
Student Steel Bridge Competition.
Because the UCF ASCE
chapter received $17,370 in
· funding from SGA, a steel
bridge sponsorship from
Kiewit and many local businesses, 50 students were able
to attend the conference,
according to UCF ASCE president Alex Hinkle.
Hinkle, a civil. and construction engineering major,
said students from Florida,
Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama,
Pue~o Rico and China participated in the conference.
. "Their. programs are a lot
more established than ours,''
said SGA Vice President-elect
Taylor Lochrane, a civil engineering doctoral student and
former president of ASCE.
"It's just amazing how our
school can compete at a
national leve_L"
According to Hinkle, the
conference consists of 15 competitions. Over the course of
the year, the 150-member UCF
ASCE chapter needs every
member to help with tasks

~
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The UCF American Society of Civil Engineers won second place overall at the ASCE Student
Conference.The students will travel to Purdue University for the national competition.
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such as concrete sample test- quick and efficient assembly
ing, structural analysis, cylin- of the bridge by a panel of
der pours, strength tests and judges.
·
speed.
"Competing in the conferAccording to ASCE.org, the ence helps to get the universiscore of the concrete canoe ty's· name out there," Hinkle
competition is based on the said. "That was the biggest
engineering design and con- thing for me, realizing that
struction, reports on the canoe UCF is really competitive
plans, formal presentation and when it comes to the civil,
the canoe's performance in the environmental and construcfive face events.
tion engineering department."
The canoe is poured three
The engineering students
and a half weeks before the are not letting the possibility
conference so that the con- . of winning scholarship money
crete can dry, Hinkle said. The at the 2010 National Steel
students then paint the canoe Bridge Competition outweigh
right before the competition.
preparation for next year's
For the steel bridge compe- regional competition. . ·
tition, students are responsible
"We've been back this week
for the design and fabrication and the concrete canoe team is
of a bridge that they practice already de~iding who the main
building before the competi- players will be for the team,"
tion. Judges consider the Hinkle said. "Next year is first
appearance, construction and place for us. We have the drive,
weight load of the steel bridge. have the will and have the edu"The bridge is in pieces cation to get first place."
when we get to the conferThe students will travel to
ence, kind of like Legos," Hin- Purdue University to compete
kle said. "Even thoug4 it is in the 2010 National Student
huge compared to Legos."
Steel Bridge Competition, held
The team is. scored on its May 28 and 29.
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Hurricane Center proposes
storm-surge warning system

Advertising Sales Director

ORLANDO The
National Hurricane Center
is considering adding a
storm-surge warning to its
list of watches and warnings it issues during hurricane season.
Center officials on
Wednesday floated the
idea of a storm-surge warning in front of a crowd of
emergency managers and
first responders.
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LET US KNOW
· The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and. the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you lmow of any
information you . or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com

•

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
· Orlando, FL32817

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Zero percent chance of

SUNNY

rain. North wind around 7 mph.

High:80°
Low:55°

Tonight: Clear into the evening.
East southeast wind around 6
mph. ·

0

s

Friday

High:80°

MOST~Y SUNNY

Low:58°

Saturday·

High:81°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:60°
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Health care.becomes
main topic of debate
. FROM

I )
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burden on industry.
"Fairness is not what is going
to create jobs," said Evan
Mateer with the College Republicans at UCF.
Mateer said that added regulation and limitations will "snuff
out'' the U.S. economy. Casey Jo
Cooper, with the Republicans,
said that taxing industry with
programs like cap and trade for
carbon emissions will destroy
industry in the U.S.
The topic of conservatism
and morals arose during the
debate on the economy ,when
Cooper said that the Republican
Party was the party of principles, and that bipartisanship
goes against those principles. .
"When I said principles, I
didn't mean necessarily moral
principles, I meant conservative
principles that you stand upon
in your beliefs," Cooper said.
Ian Bell, with the Democrats,
disagreed.
"[Conservatism] has been
putting our country into debt
for a long time," Bell said.
Cooper and Mateer's key
point on improving the economy was the reduction of taxes to
spur consumer spending. In
contrast, Bell and Simmons said
spending on infrastructure projects would employ more people
and feed added income into the
economy.
Jobs working in new environmental technologies will
· employ people as well, Bell said.
Mateer said environmental
jobs also need to be smart jobs,
such as drilling for-oil off U.S.
coasts.
·
"This mythical green energy,
these mythical green jobs,"
Mateer said. 'We need to make
sure we're not chasing red herrings, throwing money at energy sources which will never be
viable."
The topic of health care - in
the light of the recent signing of
·the health insurance reform bill

- quickly became a point of
heated debate during the session of the debate on entitlement programs.
During this portion, Fred
Ditzian and Corey Sims represented the Democrats while
Justin York and David Reld represented the Republicans.
Ditzian said that problems
with the U.S. health care system, as well as the . economy,
could be solved if access to preventative medicine was made
easier.
"When we prevent children
from receiving m~dical problems that they will be facing the
rest of their lives, we can stop
those problems in the first
place," Ditzian said. "We have a
general ethical obligation."
When people do not have to
pay for costly lifelong medical
procedures, Ditzian said, they
will have more money to put
into the economy.
The Republicans said that
the problems with health care
do not stem from insurance
companies, but rather the costs
of procedures and facilities.
York said that health care
reform should work on a voucher system similar to food stamps
so that money will continue to
flow into the private sector.
Reid said that the Democrats
were ignoring the growing
problems of Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security.
"I'm sorry, I'm just going to
say, I don't.mean to be rude, but
you need· to pull your head out
of the sand," Reid said.
Entitlement programs need
reforming at the core level in
order to design a system where
people will have incentive to ·
leave them, Reid said.
The Democrats countered by
saying· that the Republican plan
is to end those programs
regardless of their impact on
society.
Despite the verbal blows,
when the debate ended, both
sides shook hands.

A3

UCF PD gets newvoice
Position change to
familiar territory
ADRIENNE CUTWAY
Contributing Writer

Sgt. Troy Williamson knows
from experience that when he
walks into his office and sees
the red light flashing on his
answering machine, it's going
to be a busy day.
As the new community
relations supervisor for the
UCF Police Department, many
of his days .begin with returning numerous phone calls and
e-mails, but Williamson doesn't just sit at a desk all day. He
stays busy contacting the
media, organizing events and
addressing any safety concerp.s
students or staff may have
about the campus.
It is Williamson's job to act
as the liaison between the
police department and the
UCF
community.
This ·
includes answering questions
from parents and potential students in orientation groups,
providing information to both
UCF students and the focal
media, and working to prevent
cri.J:p.e on campus.
"It's bringing back some
memories," said Williamson,
who'was the community relations supervisor from 2000 to
2006. "The media part hasn't
changed as much and the
memories are still there as far
as what to do and how to talk
to the media."
In 2006, Sgt. James Roop
took Williamson's position
until they swapped positions
· this year.
·
On March 1, Williamson
became community relations
supervisor again and Roop
took Williamson's former job
as special events coordinator.
Job swapping, according to
Williamson, is done to make
officers well-rtmnded and
broaden their experience.
Like in many professions
today, police officers are
required to be able to operate
in more than one field and

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sgt. Troy Williamson is returning to his
position as community relations supervisor.

must have a wide range of
expertise.
"I'm always happy for
changes,"
said. . Jeannette
Emert, a 20-year-veteran of the
UCF Police Department and
member of the community
relations team.
This type of job swapping
happens fairly often within the
department, about every four
or five years.
"We need to know all the
positions, so in case something
happens like retirement, or
moving to another job, we:ll be
able to fulfill .all those positions," Williamson said.
Williamson moved here
from Tampa 26 years ago,
shortly after graduating from
the police academy. He took a
job as a patrol officer and has
since worked his way up. He's .
seen the campus go through
many drastic changes, such as
the building of the Student
Union.
Williamson has both goals
and expectations for his new
position, one of which is to
inform students about what to
do in the case of a shooter on
campus. Williamson has been

teaming up with Jeff Morgan,
UCF's emergency management coordinator, to provide
informative sessions for UCF
students.
. "We're putting on presentations for students and staff and
faculty to show what to do in
case there's a hostile shooter,
or something along those lines
where we need to lock down
or get out," Williamson said.
Williamson and Morgan put
on these presentations several
times a .month in hopes of
preparing as many people as
'possible for an emergency situation. These presentations
are held on campus, but seeing
as the program is still new,
there is not . yet a Web site
where students can get information on the Active Shooter
program.
Students interested in
attending a presentation can
stop by Williamson's office,
.located in the John T. Washington Center, for more information.
Aside from recent changes
in employment, the UCF
Police Department's community _relations office is also
preparing for a change in
venue. In July the officers
staffed in the office located in
the John 'f. Washington Center
will be moving to the main
poli~e department building.
Williamson plans to retire ·
in about four and a half years.
Before he leaves, it will be his
job to train another officer so
that he or she can fill his
vacant position.
Until then, he will be busy
with his new position in the
police department;
"The most important thing
that we appreciate in this
department is the fact that our
students and staff and faculty
give us the best communication possible in working with
us, calling us and seeing if
there's an incident or an issue,
or reporting a suspicious person where we need to come
out and take a look at it, and
they inquire to what's going
on," Williamson said.
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Lights out for Earth
ing off your lights for one
hour represents energy
actually focusing on conservation that could
clean energy."
contribute to less greenThe lights at the house gases for that one
Orlando City Hall were hour, but would not have
turned off during Earth any long-term effects on
Hour, as were those at the climate change.
Empire State Building in
Earth Hour began in ·
New York City and the 2007 in Sydney, Australia
Golden ·Gate Bridge in . when 2.2 million homes
San Francisco.
and businesses shut off
"I think [Earth Hour] their lights for one hour
is a very interesting exer- to take a stand against ellcise that engages people mate change, according
in a few moments of to
myearthhour.org. .
activi_ty that brings the Earth Hour went global
focus, the issue of global in 2008 with 50 million
climate change," Ross participants spanning 35.
Hinkle, chair of the biolo- countries, and grew even
gy department at UCF, larger in 2009 with parsaid.
ticipants from 88 counHinkle said the event tries.
is important because it
John Weishampel, a
allows people to under- biology professor at UCF,
stand that what they do in said Earth Hour demontheir daily lives affects strates the impact of indithe atmospheric concen- vidual contributions to
tration of greenhouse the ecological footprint,
gases.
but it is relativity minor
He said the act of turn- in the grand scheme pf
FROM Al

things.
Weishampel said small
changes made on a continual basis add up, however.
"Instead of turning off
your lights for one hour,
you turn off your lights
every time yQu leave the
room or you set your
thermostat higher or
lower depending if it is
air conditioning or heating," Weishampel said.
Kathleen Bell, an assodate professor of English
and member of UCF's
Faculty Sustainability
Alliance, said Earth Ho:ur
is important to her
because of its relevanc_e
to local and global environmental efforts.
"It's important to me,
professionally, to raise .
the consciousness of my
students about the environment and how making
a difference is dependent
upon us working as a
group," Bell said.

Lights out
Earth Hour,· held on the last
Saturday of March, asks
people to turn their lights off
tor one hour to raise awareness
tor climate.change.

Going dark

'

Growing darkness
Country participation

2009
2010

FROM Al

primary responsibilty is to
act as a recommending
body for decision making
in the executive branch of
the Student Government
Association at UCF.
Stephanie Koffler, the
SBPAC coordinator, said
that SGA President Brian
Peterson has come to
SBPAC with several questions this year.
''When we were t;a1king
about Bright Futures, they
came up with a lot ·o f great
ideas," Kofiler said
Members also gave
imput on things like programming and what students would like to see on
campus, Kofiler said
Gregor said she got
involved with many projects on campus because of
her involvement with
SBPAC.
''I also got involved with
campaigning for the presidential election, the SGA
Knight-Thon team, and
UCF's Best Dance Crew,"
Gregor said "I probably
wouldn't have been
involved in these activities
if it weren't for SBPAC.
SBPAC has opened a lot of
·doors at UCF, and being
with such ·an amazing
group of people just
inspires you to achieve
more:•

• Last year 1,095
landmarks t4rned
their lights out
• All seven
continents are
expected to
participate
• Begins at 8:30 p.m.
wherever you live;
participants are to turn
out nonessential lights

200711
' 2008'

Mentors help freshmen

Started in 2007 in Sydney,
Australia; 2.2 mllllon homes and
businesses turned off their lights

35
88

121

©2010MCT
Source: World Wildlife Fund
Graphic: Melina Yingling

SBPAC members even
organized their own
fundraiser during the holidays.
Eddiedelso Garcia, a
business marketing major,
served as the vice chair of
philanthropy in the orgµnization this year and was
closely involved in the
project
''Within about ·two
months we managed to
raise over 1,060 gifts and
over $700 in gift cards for
the Children's Home Society, which was the bigge~t
donation made not only in
SBPAC history but in the
Orlando cqmmunity,'' Garcia said.
Gary Bruckner, a hospi-

tality management major
and SBPAC member, said
that working on the philanthropy was the biggest
accomplishment of the
year.
'½. letter we received
from the Children's Home
Society of Orlando stated
that this was the largest
donation they have ever
received from one donator," Bruckner said "More
importantly, with the help
of the UCF community
and all of SBPAC, we were
able to adopt 550 children
and give them a holiday
season to remember."
Having so many opportunities and projects can
.be a struggle, though, Gregor said
"The hardest part has
been saying no. There are
so many.cool opportunities once you start getting
involved that I just wanted
to do them all, but I had to
learn to limit myself and
really focus on the things
that matter most to me,"
she said
Gregor and the 22 other
members of SBPAC
endured a difficult application process before being
selected Out of 124 applicants, only about 50 Stu.dents were offered interviews, and fewer than half
of those students actually
made it on the council.
"I just looked for people
who I thought could benefit from this program," Koffler said. ''People that were
open-minded, people that
were hoping to grow as a
leaders. Most of these students were involved in
high school and it came
across in their memorandum, it came across in
their resumes that they
really wanted to be part of
student government"
Once selected, the
members were each
assigned· a mentor from
the executive branch,
something that Kofiler said
is essential to the program's success.
''I think that the beauty

of SBPAC is that it really
helps facilitate their transiti.on into executive cabinet
if they are selected next
year because during the
year they are paired with
executive cabinet members as mentors," Koffler
said. "So a freshman is
paired with, say, the director of campus life. They
learn all about the director .
of campus life, they go to
their meetings, they help
program their events, they
work alongside these cabinet members who have all
this student government
experience and they get fo
impart that on these freshmen"
Garcia said this experience has encouraged him
to remain involved in SGA.
"Being paired with
members of the executive
· branch and learning about
student government has
• guided me towards getting
involved with the executive cabinet," Garcia said.
"However, I want to be
involved with student gove~ent in 'any capacity.
1bis is truly a great way to
make a difference, keep in ·
touch · with the student
body, and serve my community in a positive way:•
'
And even though the
SBPAC members have
mentors, Koffler said she
helps the students with
any problems they are having.
"I have some SBP.f\Cers
, that were recently selected
for O-Team, for RA positions, they're applying to
cabinet," Kofiler· said
Kofiler .said they come
to hedooking for help with
applications and resumes.
"I'm kind of like their
first-year coach," Koffler
said '½.nything they need
help with, anything,
school, personal, academic, I just try to help them
For me, the purpose for
SBPAC is to develop them
professionally, personally ·
and academically -· so that
the rest oftheir college ride
is smoother."
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Learn about optics and its many
applrcations at this year's CREOL open
house, Optics Day.
Join us for:
. • Laser Give-Aways
I

•

• CREOL Lab Tours
• Laser Demonstrations

• Free Pizza

.

For more information check out:

http://students.creol.ud.edu/Laserfest/
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Senate will debate, discuss budget at meeting
FROM Al

months, including daylong
sessions during the winter
vacation.
A point of grand debate
during the recent ASF sessions has been the existence of the Multicultural
Student Center Funding
Board, which was zerofunded with a vote of 6-5
onMarchl9.
The MSC Funding
Board was created in the
2009-2010 ASF budget as a
separate funding agency
for groups to get money
for cultural events.
If the SGA Senate passes the ASF budget as it currently sits and gets rid of
the MSC Funding Board, ,
student organizations will
go back to receiving funds
from the Financial Allocations for Organizations
Committee.
The following _ is a
series of recaps concerning the debate of the MSC
Funding Board:

)

.)

ASF Budget Committee votes
6-5 to not fund MSC Funding
Board in next budget
The ASF Budget Committee voted 6-5 to not
fund the Multicultural Student Center Funding
Board in the new budget
onMarchl9. ·
Senate President Pro
Tempore Joshua Miller
brought the issue up for
discussion and Comptroller Shane Chism made the
motion to vote on zerofunding the organization,
which makes its budget
·line$0.

During debate, committee members discussed
whether the MSC Funding
Board was a necessary step
in the funding process,
instead of the Financial
Allocations for Organizations Committee, which
funds all other on-campus
events, controlling these
funds.
.· Chism's main point was
that student organizations
have to attend an additional funding meeting to get
approval for on-campus
events that have a cultural
.theme.
"We shouldn't be pushing students through these
hoops to determine what
is a cultural event," Chism
said during the debate. ,
Chism called the existence of the funding board
''meaningless bureaucratic
nonsense;'
Vice President Andrick
Lewis said during the
debate that the MSC Funding Board just needs more
time to fully develop into
the legislative body it is
capable ofbeing.
Breanna Lee, the stu,dent-director of the MSC
Funding Board, spoke at
the meeting and said that
she is pleased with the .
direction the committee is
going and that the organizations they've seen don't
have a problem with the
process.
The committee originally voted against the
zero-funding motion for
MSC to wait until a member of the board was available.
After Lee was available

JEFFREYRILEY/ CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Aleisha Hodo, director of student advocacy for SGA, speaks to the senate on March 25. Hodo said the MSC board should stay.

to speak, Senator Katie
Celano reconsidered her
vote, and the committee
made their 6-5 decision.
The $85,000 originally
allocated · to the MSC
Funding Board was re-allocated during the meeting.
·Of the original amount,
$40,000 is now slotted for
the Senate Worlcing Fund,
where the FAO Committee
gets their money, and
$45,000 was put in the gen~
eral MSC programming
account.

Breanna Lee, student- Senate.
director of the MSC Funding
During the meeting, SGA
Board, said that the board - Senator Kevin Wolkenfeld
was ·fulfilling the duties it motioned to bring a resoluwas originally assigned tion he wrote concerning the
when it was created
funding board to the floor.
The resolution would
"The ultimate goal was
funding the cultural RSOs a establish a temporary comlittle better," Lee said
mittee known as "The MultiAleisha Hodo, director of cultural Student Center
student advocacy for SGA, Funding Board Review Ad
said she was disappointed in Hoc Committee," which
ASF's decision. She said that would investigate the operathe board, which was created tions of the MSC board
during the 2009 ASF budget, through an open meeting
was forced to learn how to where members of the board
operate as a funding entity as well as the public could
MSC Funding Board speaks to without proper support testify and present arguSGA Senate about zero-fund- fromSGA
ments.
The motion, however, did
• 'We haven't had help,"
ing vote
Hodo said 'We've done this not reach the required twoMembers of the fundthirds vote.
ing board spoke during the . ourselves."
Hodo said that funding
open forum portion of the
SGA Senate meeting on board feels like they were Activity and Service Fee Budget
singled out from other Committee approves bill with
March25.
The members spoke in groµps for the cut, which 7-1 vote after debate
support of keeping the created a feeling of appreThe ASF Budget Comfunding board and asked hension between the mem- mittee voted 7-1 in favor of
the senate to do so when . bers of MSC and the SGA their proposed budget bill as
they vote on the ASF
budget.

a whole during a meeting
Friday.
SGA Vice President
Andrick Lewis was the one
vote against the bill. Lewis
said during the meeting that
he did not agree with portions of the bill and wanted
debate to continue with all
members present.
There are 12 people on
the ASF Budget Committee
and one alternate, eight of
whom were present at the
time of the voting. President
Brian Peterson and Comptroller Shane Chism were
not present due to becoming
sick after the "Day at the
Capitol" event.
Speaker of the Senate
Patrick Stauffer said that the
MSC Funding Board is still
written into the MSC constitution and their general policy, and that zero-funding
them is dictating policy,
which ASF does not do.
In order for the MSC to
amend their constitution,
both the MSC Funding
Board and the MSC Executive Board would n eed to
pass the changes with a twothirds vote, Senator Jereme
Pozinsaid
"The funding board
n eeds to approve the fact
they no longer exist," Pozin
said
If the MSC Funding
Board is not removed from
the MSC constitution, and
the SGA Senate approves the
budget with the zero-funding, a situation could arise
where the senate_is found in
non-compliance, ASF Chair
Sarah Bishop said
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MARLINS AGQUIRE LEFTY
ROBERTSON FROM TIGERS

JUPITER - The Florida Martins
acquired left-hander Nate Robertson
from the Detroit Tigers for left-hander
Jay Voss.
The trade enables Robertson to start
witll the Martins and assures lefthander OontrelleWjllis a spot in the
Detroit rotation. Robertson started six
games and also spent time in the
bullpen for the f19e.rs last season,
finishing 2-3witll a 5.44EMio 28
appearances.
Detroit manager Jim Leyland sajd
Willis will make the third start oft/)e
season. Willis earned the final spot in
the rotation. Leyland figured Ro.t>ertson
did not want to be a reliever with the
Tigers.
''He probably would have not been a
happy camper if it would have worked
out that he WilS in the bullpen;' Leyland
said. ' Me's been nothing but agood
soldier here over the ye~rs. We
appreciate everything he's done for MS, I
think tnis is agreat opportunity for him
and it unclogs tile issue for us alittle

.,
"'

•>

bit:'

Ropertson joins aFlorida rotation
that includes right-handers Josh
Johnson, RickyNolasco, Anipal Sanchez
and Chris Volstaq,
"He is a left-hander, which is
something we diqn't have in th!:
rotation;' Florida baseball operations
president Larry Beinfest said "And he
brin~ experience, which is something
we're ligM on also."
Right-hander Clay Hensley, who had
been expected to join the Florida
rotation after a strong sp[ing, wUI
instead likely pitch out ofthe bullpen.
Detroit is sending Florida $9.6 million
as part ofTuesday's deal for Robertson,
who is owed S10 million this year in the
final season of a $21.25 million, threeyear c-0ntract.The Marlins will pay just
the $400,0QO minimum.

TENNIS

ROGE.R FEDERER UPSET AT
SONY ERICSSON OPEN
~EY BISCAYNE - The hourwas past
midnight when Roger Federer found
himself one big serve from salvaging,a
sloppy victory.
He couldn't summon the shot he
neede<!,
''It was almost impo.ssible to get it

past the other guy with the serve;'
Federer-said,
·Slow conditions were one problem
for the world's No. 1-ranked player
Tuesday night at.the Sony fricsson
Open. frraticgroundstrokes were
another. And then there was Tomas
Berdych, who advanced to the
quarterfini!IS b~ outlasting federer 6-4,
6-7 (3), 7-6 (6).

"I fought as much as I could;' Federer
said. "My game. has issues at the
moment I'm definitely lacking timing. I
don't know where that.comes from."
Fans in the p_acked stadium tried to
help. Some shouted encouragement in
Spanish, which is not one ofthe six
languages Federer speaks. One man
hollered in English, "I love you, Roger!"
Another barked, "Get it together:'
But Federer could never quite get
over the hump.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCF formally introd1.1ced Donnie Jones a~ its new men', basketball head coach during a press conference on Tuesday at the UCF Arena.Jones is the sixth head coach in the history of the program.

'It may take
time, but
success 1s
on the way'
•

There is a new sheriff
inO-town.
Standing on the home
court of his new team,
Donnie Jones is the first
new coach the UCF
men's basketball program
has seen in nearly 20
years.
Tuesday afternoon
was a special day for the
UCF COlllJnunity Director of Athletics Keith
Tribble said and one
ASSOCIATED PRESS
thing is for certain with Withoutthe help of Donnie Jones' strong reauiting classes, Billy Donovan's,
the hiring of Jones as the above, run at the University offlorida might have been a different story.
new head men's basketball coach: he is a proven
the mediocrity of Conferwinner.
ence USA and make it to
Jones comes to this
the big dance and the forprogram with the pedimer Marshall head coach
gree it takes to build a
brings a lot of confidence
winner. Jones was part of
and excitement to a basthe 2005-06 and the
ketball program that has
2006-07 teams that
become dull in recent
brough,t back-to-back
years.
CARLOS PINEDA
hardware to Gainesville,
StaffWrite1
Former head coach,
and was there from the
Kirk Speraw got the team
beginning when Billy ketball program in to the level the program is
Donovan became the Gainesville, following the at now, but UCF needed
head basketball coach at coaching reign of Lon somebody else to give
the University of Florida Kruger. Kruger led UF to them that extra push.
its first Final Four appearin 1996.
There are many siiniAs an assistant coach ance in 1993-94 but the larities between Billy "the
for Il years at Gator team struggled the next Kid" and his protege.
Nation. Jones was present season.
Donovan's first coaching
After the loss to stint was also at Marshall
when Donovan's first two
teams bad losing records. Michigan State, Jones was and he too only stayed for
Florida eventually faced instrumental in helping a short period, two seaMichig;m _State in the Florida to the Final Four sons to be exact, one less
2000 National Champi- two "more times, both than
Jones,
before
onship Game, losing 89- times the Gators found becoming the head coach
76.
themselves cutting down at Florida
The first thing that the nets in both instances.
When Jones took the
Using those experi- head coaching position at
UCF fans should notice is
that Tones was part of the ences, Jones looks poised .
PlfAsE SEE Tl DES 00 AB
staff that re-built the bas- to lift the Knights from

UCF officially introduces
Donnie Jones as ·head coach
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports ~ditor

Behind his slicked back
hair and confident and
composed
demeanor,
Donnie Jones is a man
with a vision.
UCF's new men's basketball coach assures no
longer will it be a matter of
if the program reaches its
potential, but when.
UCF, deemed by some
as a sleeping giant, won't
be sleeping much longer
with Jones at the helm. He
plans on waking the giant
up.
Jones was formally
introduced as the school's
new men's basketball
coach Tuesday, just a day
after the 43-year-old West
Vrrginia native was hired
away from in-conference
foe Marshall.
The
announcement
comes two weeks after the
Knights decided not to
retain the long-tenured
Kirk Speraw, who led the
Knights for 17 seasons.
The swift turnaround was
made easy when UCF
Director ofAthletics Keith
Tribble became quickly
convinced that he had
found the next coach to
lead the men's basketball
program.
"He has the core values
of what we believe in with
academics first and the
opportunity to win championships, and he had a
blueprint for success in
not only his years at UF,
but also what he bad done
at Macshall," Tnbble said
"So looking at that, and
knowing where we want
to go with the program, I

MEET: DONNIE
MONEY MAN
Donnie Jones' contract with UCF
is reported to be worth
$500,000 to $600,000 over five
years, according to the Orlando
Sentinel.

NOSE FOR TALENT
During Jones'll years at the
University ofFlorida, the Gators
signed 11 McDonald's High
School Alt-Americans and
boasted top-5 recruiting classes
in five of his last nine years.

d

AHERD OF SUCCESS
Jones took the head coaching
job at Marshall in 2007, leading
them to a55-41 rerord over a
three-year span, induding their
first postseason appearance in
ll. years in 2009.

VIDEO: Jones'
press conferelK'e

www.lKFNews.com
just knew that he would be
the right guy."
Jones was coming off a
2009-2010
campaign
where he led Marshall to
one of its best seasons in
school history with a mark
of24-10, and despite being
the head coach of the
Thundering Herd for just
three seasons, he decided
to leave behind his successes to be a part of
something much bigger in
Orlando.
"It was a hard decision." said Jones, who
compiled a 55-41 record
P!..EAsESEE

JONES ONA8
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Knights place 13th, struggle in tournament
MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

},

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Brad Schneider shot a 2-under 211 to tie for 10th at Hootieat Bulls Bay, his
second straight under-par total dating back to the Rio Pinar lnv!te on March 16.

The Knights continued to ~truggle Tuesday,
with a 13th-place finish at
the Hootie at Bulls Bay in
Awendaw, S.C.
The
tournament
included 12 teams in the
Golfweek/Sagarin college
ranking's top 50, with
UCF coming in at No. 46.
No. 29 LSU shot a 7under 845 to take top honors. The Knights posted a
2<kwer 876, although the
team shot I-under in its
final round.
Sophomore
Brad
Schneider tied for 10th at
2-under 211. It was Schneider's team-high second
tournament under par
this spring. Sophomore
Connor Arendell was the
Knights' second lowest
score at Hootie with a 5over 218.
Former Knights coach
Nick Clinard, at the tournament with his new
team, the Auburn Tigers,
finished seventh at 3-over
855.
UCF junior Nuno
Henriques
struggled
Monday, shooting 3-over

HOW UCF STACKS UP AGAINST C-USA
N0.36:SMU MUSTANGS

Bestfinish:1st Adams Cup

NO.45: UCF KNIGHTS

Best finish: 1st Rio Pinar Invite,

N0.49: RICE OWlS

Best finish: 1st Rice Intercollegiate

NO. 70: ECU PIRATES

Best finish: 1st Mizuno
Intercollegiate ·

NO. 72:TUlSA GOLDEN 'CANES

Bestfinish:3rd Louisiana Classic

NO. 95: SOUTHERN MISS EAGLES

Bestfinish:3rd Aldila Scenic Invite.

(tied for 34th), his worst
finish of the season.
''.Absolutely horrible,
we played pretty bad,"
said freshman Reid Martin. "We struggled the
first round and then in the ·
second round, Connor
and Brad and Nuno held
us up. We all played pretty well in the third,
though."
Martin, who tied for
74th at 22-over 235, said
that he had the most difficulty with his putts at the
par-72 Bulls Bay Golf club.
He felt he was making
good strokes, but had nine
lip-outs in the third
round.
The 13th-place finish

· came offthe heels of a championship at the Rio Pinar
Invitational, and many,
including Henriques and
assistant
coach
Toby
Ragland, felt that the win
would be a turning point in
the season.

"Even though we had that
win, it was still a very good
field and I thought we'd play
a little better," Martin said.
Martin said that despite
their struggles, he thinks the
Knights are still the frontrunners for the Conference USA
Championship at RedTail
Golf Club April 25-27. One
team to look out for, he said,
is the Southern Methodist
University Mustangs, who
are currently ranked No. 36.
"I think we should repeat,
we have a lot of talent and
potential," Martin said. ''We
didn't play our best, but we'll
come back in our next tournament."
UCF will next see action
on April 5 at the 2010 BancorpSouth Intercollegiate in
Madison, Miss.
·

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical _Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
. No Appointment Necessary.

I~

11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
ttours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

A Friend Dies. Who Cares?
Toxic drinking is an epidemic on
campuses all across America.
It,means consuming so much alcohol

the drinker passes out. But while "sleeping
it off," the victim may be quietly dying.
When you come right down to it, students
themselves are the best ones to tackle ·
this problem. So, in growing numbers,
Stony Brook students have joined .together
in the Red Watch Band movement.

•

•
.,
•
•
•
ill

Working with experts, they f~ne-tuned a
course in techniques to handle these
alcohql emergencies ..Red Watc~ Band ·
members can act fast, when every second
counts. They know the quick steps they
can take to rescue a passed-out student
from a drinking death, and can immediately
summon professional help. Everyone
completing the course is given the
distinctive red watch for identification.
Since its inception at Stony Brook
University in March 2009, approximately
40 schools across the country have signed
on to implement this lifesaving program. ·
To prevent toxic drinking deaths, go to
redwatchband.org
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Jones to install up-tempo offense Tides are
startingto
turnforUCF

FROM A6

with the Herd. "I had great
relationships there [at Marshall], love those people
there, but I was real excited
about the vision of where
they're going here, the commitment was something that
really excited me. I think that
there are untapped resources
in the state for recruiting. I
just think there are a lot of
abilities here in this job."
Prior to taking the helm at
Marshall in 2007, Jones spent
11 seasons as an assistant
coach under Billy Donovan at
the University of Florida
where he helped lead the
Gators to three Final Four
appearances and two national
championships.
The recruiting ties that
Jones built up as a Florida
assistant made him an attractive hire for UCF, but not only
did he have ties in-state, he
also had them all across the
country.
'½..nytime you have ties in
your recruiting area that's a
plus," Tribble said. "But having recruiting ties across the
country is probably more
impressive and I found out he
liad that."
But what impressed Tribble was Jones' plan for success· with stepping up the
recruitment of top-level talent, his short and long term
goals for the program, and the
amount of people that knew
what type of person he was.
And though it was a surprise to see Jones come from
within C-USA, junior guard
A.J. Roinpza sees the move as
a plus for the Knights.
"He's someone who knows
the players already in the conference and he knows the
coaches already," Rompza
said. "I'm just really excited to
play for him. I can't wait.
"I just want to get started
already."
Though _som__e players
aren't sure of what is in store,
forward A.J. Tyler is already
familiar with Jones. Jones

FROM A6

Marshall. he took over a program that had

COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

UCF President John Hitt and Director of Athletics Keith Tribble present Donnie Jones with a UCF jersey and pose for pi~ures Tuesday.

scouted Tyler · and also guy you want to play for."
"I've been playing that way
coached Tyler's brother when
But heading into his senior my whole life," Rompza said.
he as an assistant at Florida.
season, Tyler isn't worried "Being small, I used to go up
"He makes you feel .c om- about having to transition and down [the floor] in high
fortable and he's someone into a new style of play. He school. It's something that I'm
you can easily talk to," Tyler said ready to do what Jones used to and I think it will be
said. "He really recruits hard wants and is looking forward an easy transition, if . any·and shows you the passion to it.
thing."
,
that makes you want to play
Jones will employ an up- .
Only time will tell as to
for that program but it also tempo style that emphasizes how quickly Jones can build
shows that he's a good guy. pressure on both ends of the something at UCF, one thing
He's the type of guy you w.ant floor, a style Rompza is rather is certain, he sure has an idea
to be around and the type of used to.
of how to do it.

not had a winning season in seven years
and had not made the postseason in 22
years.
.
In year No. l, the team finished with its
first winning record, 16-14, since the 200001 season. Jones's team would finish under
.500 in his second season before the Thundering Herd finished with its best record
recent memory, going 24-10 and 11-5 in CUSA. in 2009-10.
Marshall earned a postseason, berth, by
advancing to the second round of the Collegelnsider.com Tournament
I can hear the murmurs, and I will
address the soft whispers. In college basketball, there are only two legit tournaments. I know, I know, we all know the
NCAA Tournament, March Madness, is
the goal every Division I team strives for.
The National Invitational Tournament is
that other tournament, and in the eyes of
basketball spectators, that is it
Regardless, Jones made huge strides in
his short career at Marshall.Pora team that
·struggled in C-USA since joining the
league in '05, the Herd finished fourth this
past season.
A big factor for Jones's success in Huntington was his prowess as a recruiter,
something he is chomping at the bit to do at
UCF. Jones recruited freshman Hass~
Whiteside, who was named to the C-USA
Freshman Team and the Defensive Player
of the Year, for blocking 182 shots. Other
keys included Tyler Wtlkerson, who joined
Whiteside on the All-C-USA Second Team,
with Dago Pena being named the league's
sixth man.
The tides have turned at UCF - and
Jones is a big reason for that- and it is now
time to get excited about men's basketball,
in a state and school dominated by the
pigskin.
One thing is obvious, Tribble only hires
recruiters to UCF. Aside from Terry
Rooney, Joi Williams, Stephanie Nickitas
and Jones all have ties to UF, one ofthe premier athletic programs in the nation. Florida produces winners in practically every
sport it fields.
The future looks bright for basketball at
. the UCF Arena. Are you ready?
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FOWLER THAN TH~ REST

AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

My issues
withNickCageand
getting
.engaged
Real life is right around
the comer.
Like many at UCF students, I'm mere weeks
away from graduation and
needless to say, my mind
is a little all over the place.
In honor of that, instead
of a cohesive, one-subject
column, I've decided to
throw out some thoughts
and observations and see
what sticks.

Thought Number 1: Jumping
the sflark

KELLI OROONIA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Skelly raises his sauce-stained hands in victory as he finishes in second place in the K92FM Wing Break wing eating competition.

Competitive eaters get
sauce on their game faces
JESSICA GILLESPIE
Contributing Writer

THE BONES ON WINGS

Twelve people gave their all
and stained their T-shirts in an
all out competition for free
wings and bragging rights, Saturday in the Waterford Lakes
Town Center.
As count,y musii:: blared, the
crowd coun.ted down from 10 to
kick off the Wing Break wing
eating competition, in which
contestants more or less
inhaled
"nuclear-flavored"
chicken wings.
Chad Tajudeen finished his
15 wings first; the Rascal Flatts
song that started playing as h~
began eating wasn't even finished yet.
The other 11 competitors,
including one woman, kept
stripping the .chicken bones. As
Tajudeen pulled out a cigarette
and mimed to the crowd for a
lighter, Mike Skelly Pl!,t up his
orange hands in vi~tory, claim-

THEWINGBOWL

The annual wing eating contest in
Philadelphia, which draws more than
20,000fans,completed its 18th
competition this past February with
Jonathan"Super" Squibb taking home
the title (238 wings}. ·
WORLD RECORD

Contestants race to see who could be first to
finish 15 wings covered in hot sauce.

Joey Chestnut downed 241 at the 2008
Wing Bowl

ing second place.
Promoters from the radio
station K92FM encouraged the
other contestants to keep eating
until finally Jason Cody, the
only participant to eat while
standing up, captured third
place.
K92FM promoters did not
know what the record for eating
15 nuclear-flavored wings was,
but it was believed to be about

three· minutes. Tajudeen ate his
in about two and a half minutes.
"My mouth is hot," Tajudeen,
18, said from the stage.
His cheeks were stained the
same color red as the writing on
his T-shirt. .
Though the second annual
Wing Break offered wings from
mote than 10 restaurants, Beef
O'Brady's provided the wings
PLEASE SEE

WING ON A11

If you're not familiar,
jumping the shark is the
idiom used when a successful television show
runs out of ideas, stops
trying or becomes so self
absorbed the plot spirals
-off into the ridiculously
absurd. This of course
started with Happy Days,
in which Fonzie attempted to water ski over a
shark while wearing his
leather jacket. The point
in this sitcom history lesson is thaf I have a new
level of jumping the shark
to add to our lexicon.
This particular level
would involve big budget
movies and earn the name
"rattling the Cage." Rattling the Cage would
occur whenever a high
powered producer or
director secured the
rights to a seemingly
unsinkable, awesome,
can't-miss movie, but the
movie totally tanks when
it decides to attach
Nicholas Cage's name.
John Woo still deserves a
stiff kick in the pants for
ruining Face/Off with
John Travolta and
Nicholas Cage. Isn't this
film 10 times better with
Edward Norton and Gary
Oldman? Yes - yes it is.
If you want to be successful, never rattle the
Cage.

Thought Number 2: Chivalry
Should Die
The other day I was
PLEASE SEE

FOOLS ON A11

-·---- ~ reveals Portkey to Wizarcling World
ALYSSA.FELLER
Contributing Writer

It's beginning to look a lot like
Hogwarts.
Universal Orlando announced
new details last week about its
newest themed area in Islands of
Adventure, The Wizarding
World of Harry Potter. The section's official opening will be
June 18, it was announced, and
with it came news of a new ride
at the park: Harry Potter and the
. Forbidden Journey.
In the ride, muggles (or nonwizarding people) will be able to
step into Hogwarts for the fir~t
time. The queue before the ride
is said to be as visually intricate
as the ride itself; visitors will ·
walk around sets modeled after
scenes from the Harry Potter
movies and books, including, but
not limited to, a room of talking
portraits, the Hogwarts greenhouses, the Gry:ffindor common
room, and eventually Dumble-

COURTESY UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

The Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey ride is the heart oflhe Wizarding World of Harry Potter.

dore's office.
Kati Tedder, freshman applied
mathematics major, said that she
will be there the day it opens.
While she is a little disappointed

that it is taking_longer than originally planned, Tedder said that it
is worth the wait.
"I'd rather wait [longer] for it
to open so it will be complete,

rather than some half-done thing
they will try to do at the last
minute," Tedder said.
As for the first thing she'll do
when the park opens?
"Scream loudly, then take the
time to take it all in. I want to go
to the Owlrey and send my sister
a letter from the park."
The Wizarding World will be
located between the already open
Jurassic Park and the Lost Continent. Visitors to the park will be
able to walk through the village
of Hogsmeade, where they can
visit shops inspired by the books
and movies such as the Three
Broomsticks, Ollivander's Wand
Shop and Honeydukes.
Rides in the section include
Flight of the Hippogriff and the
Dragon's Challenge roller coasters, which are updated versions
of the Flying Unicom and Dueling Dragons.
According to a sneak peek
PLEASE SEE

WIZARD ON AlO
l.
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Much ado about Jeter: The Captain' floods the FSPN market
As I opened ESPN.com
Monday morning, I
searched for any baseball
news, predictions, columns
- amrthlng- to quench
my thirst during this long
final week of spring training.
Imagine my surprise
when the first photo I see is
Derek Jeter, sprawled out in
his signature "jump in the
air thing after ranging right
on a ground ball" pose.
Another Jeter story? No
big deal for ESPN. Another
story about Jeter's intangibles and will to win? Classic ESPN.
I imagine the writers
meeting that morning in
Bristol started off as usual.
After the staff went
through their standard routine of updates on Kobe
Bryant, Tiger Woods, Brett
Favre and Alex Rodriguez,
Jayson Stark drew a blank
on his story for the day. It
was in this moment that he
reached into the ESPN
vault and pulled out his .
trump card: ''.A story about
Jeter's winning attitude!"

MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

Well played. Mr. Stark.
In what must be Stark's
250th Jeter article of the
past year, he claims that
what ''really separates
Derek Jeter from the masses is the unstoppable force
that drives him from April ·
to September."
The real news in this
article is that Stark finally
quantified ''unstoppable
force" into a statistic. UFQ,
or Unstoppable Force Qµotient, if you're looking for it
in the stat boxes. Jeter's is,
like, .640, l bet
"Derek Jeter doesn't ·
believe in taking plays off
or not giving a full effort,"
Stark goes on to discuss.
Since the Yankees have
made the playoffs in virtu-

ally every year since the
bomb dropped on Japan,
in what years, exactly,
could Jeter have taken
plays off?
Ifhe played for the
Nationals and was mathematically eliminated from
the postseason by Valentine's Day; would he still be
as gung-ho to go 100 percent on every play?
For all I know, probably.
I don't mean to knock Jeter
for apparently trying really
hard and giving every play
everything he's got
I knock the guys like
Stark who perpetuate the
stereotype that Jeter is a
rare breed that gives full
effort
There have been rough~
ly 8 million articles on
Derek Jeter's effort and
''will to win," and about
three combined for everyone else's.
Here is a quick list of
other topics ESPN could
have thrown out there
Monday morning besides
the typical Jeter coddling:
- How hard will Vernon

Wells laugh on his way to
-the bank after another
.260/.310/.400 season?
- How many times will
Rays manager Joe Maddon
use the same lineup this
season? rn set the
over/under on six.
- How loud was the sigh
of relief when Joe Mauer

signed with Minnesota a
few weeks ago? pea:fening,
probably.
- What will happen to
Baltimore when their savior Matt Wieters fails to
live up to the unattainable
goals the fans have set for
him?
- In what hilarious ways
I

will the Cubs fail this year?
This one might be beating
a dead horse, actually.
Right off the bat, there's
at least four stories more
interesting than the Jeter
cheerleader article.
Can't wait to see what
Jeter folktale they have
lined up for next Monday.
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Just like in the Harry Potter films, animated portraits line the walls of Hogwarts in Universal's "WJZarding Worl~."

Wizard food on the way
FROM

A9

report by Eric Scull posted on the Harry Potter
fan site Mugglenet.com,
riders will then meet up
with Harry, Ron and
Hermione, who will convince the park-goers to
skip a particularly boring
class in favor of a Quidditch match. The ride
itself, however, is still
kept under wraps.
Scull got an opportunity to taste some of the
food that will be featured
in the Wizarding World.
The main restaurant,

Three Broomsticks, will
feature a variety of
British and European
dishes including shepherd's pie, fish and chips,
Cornish pasties and leek
soup, as well as chicken,
ribs and com. Large parties will have the opportunity to order "The Big
Feast," a family-style
platter that will include
half chickens, ribs, sweet
potatoes, com on the cob
and salad.
For drinks, Potterinspired beverages like
the non-alcoholic butterbeer and pumpkin juice

will be available. The
butterbeer will also
come in a slushy form
and has been taste
approved by Harry Potter author J.K Rowling.
Katie Land, sophomore film student, is
excited for the new addition, and said she wants
to try to work in the park
. when it opens.
·
"It's a great idea
because Harry Potter is
the new cult film of this
century," Land said. "I
think the park will make
a lot of money when it
opens."
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Wing eaters will compete despite the heat
°FROM

A9

Coordinator
Kristi
Nguyen said that last
year's Wrng Break had a
regular wing eating con-

for the contest.
K92FM Promotions

test but this year Beef 'O'
Brady's decided that the
winner would be the first
person who could eat 15

•

wings.
"I think it was awesome," said Nguyen. "Plus,
prizing was great/'
Apart from the first
place prize of free wings at
Beef O'Brady's for a year,
second and third place won
gift cards of $100 and $50.
This was the first eating
contest for all three of the
winners, and each of them
would probably do it again.

However, while he was eating, Cody, 37, said he was
wondering why he did it.
Skelly, 49, said, "I was
thinking, 'Damn, these
things are getting hot.' "
Despite how hot they
were, Skelly said he will try
again next year. Skelly has
a long way to·go if he wants
to catch Joey Chestnut's
record of 241 wings, however.

"I'm very disappointed
in the effort," Skelly said. "I
should have won."
The only woman to
compete was a UCF sophomore, Kelsey Berrett.
Berrett was the last person to join the competition
and she only finished five
nuclear wings.
"I didn't know they
could make anything that
hot," Berrett said.

•

•
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The 12 contestants of Wing Break chow down on their Beef'O'Brady's nudear wings at Waterford Lakes Town Center.

'
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The fools of engagement
FROM

A9

watching Titanic on
TNT. Tirree things: 1.
Shut up. 2. Never watch
a movie on TNT, especially one of titanic
length, because with
commercials it'll take a
week and a half. 3. The
part where they attempt
to get all the women and
children on the first set
of life boats seriously
makes me sour.
The sense of entitlement from the women in
that movie blows me
away. There wasn't even
diplomacy. Ship captains
could have at the very
least determined life boat
status by arm-wrestling
or high card. '
"Oh, Billy ZaJJ.e is
such a jerk because he
weaseled his way on the

boat."
Yeah, but he lived
Survival is both cooler
and manlier than freezing to death on a headboard in the middle of
the ocean.

Thought Number 3:
Engagements
Lately, there.has been
a huge boom in the number of couples I know
taking their relationships
to the next level. Every ·
time I log onto Facebook,
someone is newly
engaged. This got me
thinking: How co~d I
make my proposal for
marriage awesome? I
came up with two solid .
possibilities.
The first involves me
throwing the ring in my
lover's face and exclaiming "Happy now?" You ·

really can't lose because
if it nails her in the eye,
she won't be as upset
because its jewelry AND
she's getting married. If
she catch~s it,.well hey,
you know it's meant to
be.
The other possibility
is telling her exactly how
you feel. Something
along the lines of "Sweetheart, I know we've been
together a really long
time. We've shared many
laughs_and memories.
The only thing missing
in my life is you as my
••..!C: "

wue.

Then of course you
hand her the ring and say
something classy like: "I
was going to give you a
crowbar, but I figured
this ring would serve a
better tool to pry you off
my back. ;Love you!"
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OUR STANCE

Loan reform
helps everyone:
H

•

'

ealth care reform has
received so much
attention this week
that hardly anyone noticed
the major remodeling to the
student loan program.
While we believe health
care reform is a significant
issue, the student loan
changes are also crucial. We
were happy to see that the
new legislation that President Obama signed on
Tuesday will be more beneficial for you now as students and even after graduation.
The biggest difference
between the current student
loan program and the new
one that will begin July 1,
2010 is that students will be
borrowing their money
directly from the government.
The way it works now is
that 'the government gives
private banks federal subsidies to administer the loans
to students. The private
banks charge a fee for being
the middlemen during the
student loan process. Cutting out banks and only
allowing students to borrow
federal money from the government ~liminates billions
of dollars in fees.
Banks are upset that they
will be losing out on billions

of dollars. You should be
thrilled, though, because
that money is going back
into universities.
The money saved from
the fees will be put into the
Pell grant program. The new
reforms are expected to
contribute an additional $36
billion dollars to the program that provides money
for low-income students.
With the number of people attending college
increasing, students need
those billions of dollars to
help pay for our ever-climbing tuition.
·
Bright·Futures reform is
right around the corner' and
is expected to .include new
requirements with higher
GPA and SAT scores. Critics
claim it will eliminate funding for low-income students
who traditiomµly have lower
scores.
The changes in the student loan program will help
offset some of the money
that might be lost during the
Bright Futures reform.
Without the new laws the
maximum amount of aid
awarded to a student under
the Pell grant would have
dropped from $5,350 to ·
$2,150. The new law will
keep the maximum amount
the same for now, and

increase it to $5,975 by 2017.
Besides pro~ding. more
money for college students,
the student loan reforms ·
will mean a brighter future
for you post graduation.
Although the new law
does not change current
loans that students have ·
already taken out, it does
lower-the cap on monthly
payments. The changes
include a drop from 15 percent of discretionary
income to 10 percent, shorting the repayment term
from 25 years to 20 years.
After 20 years the balance
might be forgiven, too.
In addition to all of the
savings in fees the new student loan program is
expected to reduce the
deficit by $10 billion dollars
over the next 10 years,
according to the House
Committee on Education
and Labor.
The changes could very
well make your college
experience and' your life
after graduation less stressful.
With the new program
going into effect July 1, 2010,
you have plenty of time to.
research the changes further. Make sure to stop by
the financial aid office if you
want to know more.
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Let the sun shine
on climate data
I

t does not shock us that three investigations into the doesn't exist because scienstolen e-mails and the data
tists wrote snide e-mails
the first of several
British investigations
cond1.1cted by the r esearch
about their critics. Who
doesn't harbor a negative
into the leaked e-mails from unit.
the University of East
·
Their con~lusion is that
thought or two about their
despite the embarrassing
adversaries? Clearly, Jones
Anglia's Climatic R~search
and his staff should not
Unit exonerated the scien- · nature of some of the etists this week.
mails, the research unit and have e-mailed them to each
In case you forgot, last
its director, Phil Jones, are
other, though.
All of this could have
not guilty of tampering with
November before the
Copenhagen climate change data or altering the p eer
been. avoided but will ultisummit, more than 1,000 ereview process to exaggermately h elp scientists in the
ate the existence of global
long run. Willis told jourmails were stolen from the
. nalists the entire situation
research center and pubwarming.
lished in an "attempt to
Phil Willis, the commitwould force universities
. tee's chairman, told the
and research institutions to
prove that the thre ats of
global warming were exagquit hoarding their data.
Associated Press that they
only found "a blunt refusal
gerated. Some people went
Jones and his colleagues
sp ent time worrying about
as far to claim that the eto share data."
Although we are not-sur- what their critics would say,
mails proved that global
which is not their job. Their
warming does not exist at
prised that they came to
this conclusion, we are
resp onsibility is to conduct
all.
happy that the investigation and publish research on cli- The House of Commons
mate change, and let the data
Science and Technology
occurred. It was infuriating
deal with the critics.
to hear that global warming
Committee led the first of

ON UCFNEWS.COM
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Rumor based polls
don't change reality
over again. You didn't
The battle over
like the grade a teacher
health care is over, and
gave you for the class, so
the war is just beginyou spread vicious
ning. But is this war
rumors about her all
really about health care?
over school. It's just
Or is it really over
Obama?
plain childish.
And how quickly it is
The new Harris Poll
that we forget George
results show that 38
W. Bush. It goes without
percent of Republicans,
and 20 percent of
MARISA.RAMICCIO saying that he was a disaster, but I don't think
Americans overall
Guest Columnist
anyone questioned
believe that Obama is
like Hitler and 24 perwhere he was born, as if
that really would have any bearing
cent of Republicans, and 14 peron how he ran the country. He did
cent of Americans overall, think
that he may be the Antichrist.
get compared to Hitler, though.
Seriously? Now I'm not saying
Why do people even resort to
that the health care bill isn't withthese tactics? Who even came up
with this poll in the first place? If
out its faults. I don't believe in
making people participate in
you don't like Obama, fine. If you
something that they don't want to
don't agree with the health care
bill either, that's fine too, but how
participate in, but how does that
make Obama the Antichrist or
does bashing him get us anyHitler?
where?
If you want to see some change,
Yes, Hitler forced people into
atrocities, but I can't equate forcthen do something; don't just say
ing people to be gassed to death
something bec~use it doesn't fix
with forcing people to get health
anything.
Spreading this malicious talk
care.
The poll also found that 57 per- only incites more fear and more
cent of Republicans and 32 p ercent hate. According to the Seattle PostIntelligencer, the poll also found
of Americans overall thought that
Obama was Muslim and 45 p erthat those people who aren't colcent of Republicans and 25 percent lege educated are more likely to
believe in myths about the presiof Americans overall thought that
he shouldn't b e president because
dent.
, Educated or not, this kind of
they don't believe he was born in
intolerance is stupid and it gets us
the United States.
First of all, didn't we go through nowhere. It only serves to incite
fear in the masses, and that is
all this during the elections? And
more like Hitler than anything
what does this have to do with
health care? It's like high school all Obama has done.
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MAN ON THE STREET
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CAMPUS

'How do you feel about
Glenn Beck's visit?'

'6)

'

,,
11)

UCF students already part
of a 'socialist' system

I

•

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be consideredfor publication,
letteis to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length.Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridafuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? (.all 407-447-4558.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

If they try to collect a fine for not having insurance; then you will have a case
and I will"support your efforts. I will also
be sure no one helps you at all if you are
hurt and that you are denied access to any
When it comes to college, you have a
choice of if you want to go and wherE! you emergency services so that you don't end
up freeloading on the welfare dime.
want t o go.
You can't have it both ways.
When it comes to this mandatory
health care bill that the government is set- SSGT J.GRIMES
ting up, you do not, You are forced by the
threat of violen~
-arrest to buy health · By attending public school at all in our
insurance. Your argument is very flawed. childhood we .are part of a socialist sysThe only way your argument would be tern.
true is if the government forced all 18-22
According to truant laws, all children
year olds to go to college. I am guessing
under the age of 18 are required to attend
that may be part of Obama's College Bill.
primary and secondary school. EVERY- JOHN GALT ONE, regardless of if you have kids or not,
has to pay taxes that go into education.
I would think that many of us who are
I don't regret my education or getting
against the health care bill ARE against
the chance to go to school every day and
the Health Care Fee.
.have learned the knowledge need ed to
- ANONYMOUS attend college and to form my own opinions on things, so I don't think there's
Forced by the threat of violence? Chap- anything wrong with a little socialism
ter and verse please. You cart choose any every once in a while!
plan you like or you can choo se nothing.
- DRNIKE
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FERNANDO ROMNEY

MATTHEW JUSTICE

Digital media,Junior

Digital media,Junior

"I have nothing against

Republicans, but Glenn Beck
bothers the hell out of me."

"He's a genius.I want that
power.The way he does it is
genius, but what he says is
stupid."

ROBERT CAMPBELL

;,

. Digital media, Junior

"He's an idiot who only complains about things. He is a ·
[commentator] who yells
about everything."

.,
t,

..
REGINA CAMPBELL
Digital media,Junior

"I'm not really for or against
him.To get his ideas across,

there's no harm in him coming
here.He's free to speakhis
niind."

ADAMTAZI

MIRANDA PELOQUIN

Digital media, Sophomore

English literature, Junior

"He's not really seeing thefull
picture of what he is talking
about. I think he's just trying
to get everyone upset about
the situation and not trying to
pro!lffss us forward."

"He terrifies me. I can't believe
people actually follow him
because it doesn't seemlike he
has his head on straight."
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Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817
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sm a day l'.X)lenia.llkl
E>lperi(n:e Ne:essay. TraiTg
Pro\lded. />ga 18 + OK
407-442-2656 ex. 107

2 4 8

7
2

LCF RecrealiO'l & Welhess
Gener HIRl!'-JG FAIR lrloonali:Jn
Sessb'lsApi 131114jm5pm.
.A.pi 1 4 t h ~ FN'JCRm.
200. HIRl!'-JG Al POSITIONS:
Lifeg.ads. Rlress, QJtiJa'
Mvem.re, Makarg, lrtranual
Sp'.Jrts&Member~ FN'JC
Pa-k. CasualA!li'e. Fmµ1soons
pease cal, 407-623-2400.

suldolku
CC> Puzzles by Pappocom

1

3

6 7
1
9
2'

4
2

6

1 9

8

2

3

9

5

'
•

PJ Pictures h ~ City Wrik
has OPENINGS br
p'rtlglai:tas a-n saes

••

9 3 4

Ou:l cae + Ligltrouse 'Mllkbr
~ gl, 7 yo tx,y, 22ml tx,; h
Wner Park rrust be aval t> slat
h May. Elq:J + ref. req. Emal letlEr

ass:x:ia!esat ~
Orlax:lo.
B e ~ lorlakrg cµiily
dgta ph:Jm v.tile der.ergexcelert rustomer
Anmal ta-drg recµred (parots),

servre.

wi1rah.
Please anal resunes 1o
asheyacl1tu@gnal.rom

·=·

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the d igits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

of~avai
10 RcoaDesgi@d.rr.rom

CROSSWORD

UCF/1\IE ORLANOO

A.CROSS
1 Start of a 1hrill-

Cdonal Pcinte L1D<uy Aµs
1 & 2 Booooms Free W/D, JX)d,
~tg~e~!?!o~~

seeker's mantra

8 Moreof 1he

fitness center, pali:Js.

mantra

~ Eron Ci:-407-679-00,1

Pf CUst>mer Care/ Birg Rep.
reeded at HostDime.com, cne of
1he agesi neme1 servre web
rostirgJXMlershFbm

15 Conductor's
nickname

3/2 l.Loo.mus /,fl. Ny Fuiished

w/v.oodenfloors. 1 mlefrom
LCF.~utin::I. Fiepcre
with lakEMeW Cal 954,'304-4333

. $8$1o.tr
Emal rr@rosk:ine.rom

SUMMER JOB
SUmmerJobs
.
.
Room and Board Included Get Paid to
y! The Aorlda Bks Youth camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Sommer (;amp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is an
overnight camp located on of
Highway 450 In Umadla, FL.
Last room avail. for elem, qi.iet
and resp. senior or graduate
student In lmmacuale3'2 home
near lx:F. $400mo. + W utl.

The camp runs rrom Jlll8 14th-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-4287. .

No pels please. Avail. asap.

call 407-709-6008.

$4251m. Lg room avail with
deErl, qjel, ga:J ~
P'Of. Pod, M; Internet, ai:Jle,
W/D, ~ - fv'i1s10 LCF & vex;,
321-243-7170 er dllet@ailoom

Rooms for IBl1t in 6
bErloom tune M ooy. Belird
LCF. $550m:>. lrd ln1anet, .

FREE
·NEWS
ONYOU·RCELL PHON·E

·

Caie, Ulllties, W/D,~ .
CXJ'1TTU1ty p:xil nmyad
pest control. 1 rm aval
row. Rooms aval 2>10'11 sctool

servre,

'ff b;!gi'TrgALg 1st. Call407-876fRH1 Cf 40'7-408-0003

16 European car
company with a
prancing horse
logo
17 Government
heave-hos
1,8 "Million Dollar
Baby''Oscar
winner
19 Shoppe sign
adjective
20 Set one's sights
on with "ar
22 Big ape
23 Artery: Abbr.
24 Poet who won
the-1923 Nobel
Prize for
Literature
25 Juan's uncle
26 Piles
29 Reuben bread
30 Giant
32 Percentage on a
bank sign
34 2007· '08 NBA
Rookie of the
Year Kevin
35Trig, e.g.
37 Letter opening
38 Sounds of
hesijation
41 Demure
42 Rotate, as a
camera
43 Casual "I'll pass"
46 Floor exercise
surface
47 "For _ a Jolly ..."
48 "Star Wars" saga
nickname
49 Corrida shout
50 At the ready
52 Tablet alternative
54 Dungeons &
~r':J~~!s
55 Farmyard female
. 57 Kept
58 Bandleader
Puente
59 Step
61 _ Mason: asset
management
giant
62 Nabokov's title
professor

1

2

3

10

1

11

12

13

14

15
17

,.
23
26

"'so-+--+--

....

62

••
By Alex Boisvert
63 Scorch slightly
64 Farmyard female
65 More of the
mantra
66 More of the
mantra
67 More of the
mantra

DOWN
1 More of the
mantra
2 Blamed
3 "Whatever you
say, honey"
4 Bone: Pref.
5 Mountain West
Conference
athlete
6 Deck out
7 More optimistic
8 Decadent
9 Unlikely class

Jo ~~~dfi~ts
11 Hike
12 "Raging Bulr
boxer
13 Shiraz residerrt
14 More of the
mantra
21 Might
27 Kitchen spray
28 Hoards ·
30 Root vegetables

4/1/10
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Last issue solved
31 Collection agcy.?
33
:~~~t7!.tic
34 Roman goddess
of 1he hunt
'
36 Mass reaction,
pemaps
37 Era that began in
1957
38 More of 1he
. mantra
39 Like some drying
clothes

40 Commence
:

Fa:i~;

a
15-Across
45 More of the
mantra
51 Tea of "Ghost
Town"
53 Actress Hayek
56 Left
59 Sound of
disapproval
60 German article

Solution and new puzzles in next issue•s Classifieds

FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FIW..SARECOMNGI
Nervous? Need tutoring In Gen
Chem, 0rgo, or Bio? ICM help.
Fonner UF tu1Dr. PROVEN
RESlA..lS. ~ Rex sched.
Grell.pl welcome. References
.
by request. Email:

Do you want to ·get
news aod updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

beccaldrschner@com
Satalite 1V 01 Your PC
Tu:lL5ards of ChaTiels, Free.
Ilk, Om Cf RealMlr. Dowrm:I

Soflwal8 @TvtJPC.m

'

----NOW HI RI NG---ADVERTISING REP
How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

•

. Strong work ethic and excellent
communication skills. Fun and fast paced
environment.15 to 25 hrs per week.

H.ourly base plus commission •

(entral Jloriba '1,ture
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Floridil Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS; to 44636. For-a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU t ~636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text' messaging rates apply

(tntraf :flotiba.1ututt
The Student Newspaper at IJ(f since 1968

A14

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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